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Skills Based Routing An advanced and more effective way to route calls to agents based on their skill group 

and skill level. In Chronicall Multimedia, you may create as many skill groups as you desire and place as many 

agents into the skill groups as you need. Calls and web chats can be routed based on: most idle agent, linear, 

circular, or by intelligent highest skill first. 

Supervisor Control Supervisors can manage their agents and skill groups in realtime by providing control of 

the agents and calls. This enables them to log agents in and out of their skill groups, place an agent into a Not 

Ready state, and manage calls in queue by transferring them to a different queue or to an available agent. 

1ffl;;;11Qriaving visibility into how groups and individuals are performing, in real-time, is critical to increasing 

performance. With Chronicall's Realtime Agent license, every event is captured and then available for display in 

a variety of formats including displaying information on customizable wallboards, which truly unleashes the 

power of Chronicall. Display critical information on the Agents PC through alerts and triggers or Agent 

Dashboards 

Queue Callback Customers no longer have to wait in queue. Xima Queue Callback enables customers to wait 

in line without having to wait on the phone. When their time is up, the system will call them and connect them 

with an agent. 
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ffi@lilffi• Route web chats to agents based on their skill group and skill level. In Chronicall Multimedia,

you may create and combine your voice agents and web chat agents into the same group allowing them 

to do mutliple tasks at the same time. You may customize the look and feel of the web chat interface 

allowing for a seamless tansition on to your website. 

iM•mM•I I hrough Chronicall's Cradle to Grave and Standard Reports you can accurately report on your

agents calls, web chats, group performance, abandoned calls an more. Schedule the reports to run hourly, 

daily, weekly or monthly. Enhance your reporting with the Custom Reports Module to easily edit or create 

your own reports. 

VRTX Recording Library Recording calls is important and accessing the recordings in an easy-to-use 

interface is imperative. Chronicall's VRTX Recording Library does that for you seamlessly by associating your 

recordings to the actual call in the Cradle to Grave web interface. If you would like to evaluate the 

performance of the employee's call, Xima has you covered with click to listen live, and a built-in quality 

management tool called Evaluations and Scorecards. 
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Hi There 

Happy to answer question about Chronicall 
you may have! 
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Hello! Can you please help me find 
information on how to customize wallboards? 

Blake Beerd 

OK. What would you like to customize on 
your wallboard? 
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Representative 

Contact us for more information or a consultation 

TheMaynardGroup.com 
800.377.3150 




